
New divisional Managing Director appointed at Summit Process Cooling 

 

Shaun Lancaster has been appointed as the new divisional Managing Director for Summit Process 

Cooling part of the Summit Systems Group, from 8th December 2022. 

Shaun commented, “I am excited to be joining Summit Process Cooling at such a significant time of 

growth for the business. After meeting with the Board of Directors and Mike Jordan, the owner of 

Summit Systems, I clearly understood their vision, drive and willingness to invest in the Cooling 

division to ensure Summit Process Cooling is the go-to process cooling company, as they have 

successfully done so for the Summit Systems Plastic Automation division. I am pleased they have the 

belief and trust within me to achieve the company's goals.” 

Shaun brings a wealth of knowledge from a successful career in the Cooling industry in a variety of 

roles. His knowledge and experience will help transform the business as we continue to drive 

sustainable growth and deliver quality temperature control and process cooling products and 

services to our customers. 

“Having learnt Summit Process Cooling’s growth plans and existing strengths within the team's 

technical skill level and their can-do culture, I was completely onboard. Knowing the strengths I could 

bring to Summit having worked in the industry for the last 16 years, it was an opportunity I couldn’t 

turn down. 

I look forward to building on the success of Summit Process Cooling, ensuring we deliver the vision 

Summit has created and celebrating successes with our team, suppliers and customers along the 



way. I am glad to have stayed within the industry I have built my career around and can continue to 

support and develop the relationships I have created.” 

Robert Last, Finance Director at Summit Systems “We are very pleased to welcome Shaun to the 

business. We are confident that his experience and knowledge throughout his already very successful 

career will help Summit Process Cooling to reach its full potential and we look forward to working 

with Shaun, with his initiatives already making way for a great 2023...” 

Shaun joins Mike Jordan, Managing Director; Robert Last, Finance Director, Matthew Ross, Sales 

Director; and Ian Lowe, Operations Director on the Board of Directors at Summit Systems Ltd. 


